2018 XIX ISA World Congress of Sociology

**Sunday, July 15**

6:00pm, Prof. Rima Wilkes, President of the Canadian Sociological Association, will be presenting the welcome addresses at the opening ceremony and presidential address.

**Monday, July 16**

10:30am, Prof. Anne Martin-Matthews will be one of the organizers and co-chairs for the “Health Inequalities in Aging Populations: Canadian Contributions” session, of “(RC15) Sociology of Health and (RC11) Sociology of Aging.”

10:30am, Prof. Qiang Fu and Ph.D. candidate Cary Wu will be organizing the “Mental Health and the City” session, of “(RC49) Mental Health and Illness.”

5:30pm, Prof. Thomas Kemple will be presenting *The Propertied and the Poor in the Big City: From Parsons to Park Via Naegele*, in the session “The Legacy of George Simmel. Part I,” of “(RC16) Sociological Theory.”


7:30pm, Prof. David Tindall will be the chair and organizing the “Climate Change and Social Movements: Mobilizing and Resisting Climate Action” session, of “(RC24) Environment and Society.”

**Tuesday, July 17**

8:30am, Prof. Amy Hanser has a distributed paper *Public Bus As Urban Space*, in the session “Biography and City,” of “(RC21) Regional and Urban Development and (RC38) Biography and Society.”

10:30am, Prof. Nathan Lauster will be presenting *Is Home Really Just Attachment?*, in the session “Researching Home II: More Choices, Challenges and Opportunities,” of “(RC43) Housing and Built Environment.”

10:30am, Prof. Oral Robinson will be presenting *Educational Tracking and Inequality: Towards Equity in Education in the Caribbean*, in the session “Education at the Margins: Towards Liberation or Subordination,” of “(RC04) Sociology of Education.”

3:30pm, Prof. Gillian Creese will be presenting *Gender, Radicalization and Precarious Belongings: The ‘new’ African Diaspora in Vancouver across Two Generations*, in the “Identity,

3:54pm, Ph.D. candidate Nicole Malette will be presenting Struggling with Stigma: LGBTQ+ Student Mental Health Service Use across American Post-Secondary Institutions, in the “Social Inequalities in Mental Health and Illness” session, of “(RC15) Sociology of Health and (RC49) Mental Health and Illness.”

**Wednesday, July 18**

10:30am, Prof. Emily Huddart Kennedy will be presenting in the session “Gender and Environment” session, of “(RC24) Environment and Society.”

10:30am, Prof. Oral Robinson will be presenting Overcoming ‘Uncertain Futures’: Regional Cooperation, Migration Policies and Socio-Spatial Justice in Disaster Risk Reduction in the Caribbean, in the session “Can Disaster Risk Reduction and Disaster Research Support Regional Cooperation and Reconciliation Globally?, of “(RC39) Sociology of Disasters.”

10:30am, Prof. David Tindall will be presenting The Potential for Mass Social Movement Mobilization over Climate Change and Oil and Gas Pipelines in Canada, in the “Advancing Environmental Sociology for Future Directions. Part II” session, of “(RC24) Environment and Society.”

2:00pm, Prof. Catherine Corrigall-Brown will be a panelist and presenting An Examination of the Relationship between Prominence in Federal Debates and Federal Funding Indigenous, Environmental, and Women’s Groups in Canada, 1960-2014, in the thematic session “How the State Shapes Social Movements.”

3:30pm, PhD. candidate Valerie Berseth will be presenting Privileging the Few: Boundary Work and the Multiple Roles of Expertise in Environmental Decision-Making, in the session “Environmental Expertise,” of “(RC24) Environment and Society.”

**Thursday, July 19**


10:30am, Prof. Anne Martin-Matthews will be presenting Family Ties & Aging in Changing and Challenging Times: When Care Comes Home, in the “Family Ties and Aging in Changing and Challenging Times” session, of “(RC11) Sociology of Aging.”

5:30pm, Prof. Rima Wilkes will be organizing the “Doing Fieldwork in Challenging Contexts” session, of “(RC33) Logic and Methodology in Sociology.”
Friday, July 20

8:30am, Prof. **Rima Wilkes** and Ph.D. candidates **Cary Wu** and **Zachary Hyde** will be organizing the session “Community and City: Perspectives and Approaches in Urban Community Studies” session, of “(RC03) Community Research.”

10:30am, Prof. **Amy Hanser** will be presenting *North American Street Food at the Intersection of Culinary and Urban Policy Fields*, in the session “Transnational Fields of Production and Consumption,” of “(RC14) Sociology of Communication, Knowledge and Culture.”

10:30am, Prof. **Anne Martin-Matthews** will be organizing *Understanding Care Relationships and Contexts*, of “(RC11) Sociology of Aging.”

10:30am, Prof. **Emily Huddart Kennedy** will be organizing *Advances in Understanding Green Consumption*, of “(RC24) Environment and Society.”

Saturday, July 21

8:30am, P.h.D. candidate **Zachary Hyde** will be presenting *Giving Back to Get Ahead: Development Industry Professional’s Understandings of Public-Private Social Housing*, in the session “The Geography of Profits and Politics – How Developers Shape Urban Development and Policy Making,” of “(RC21) Regional and Urban Development.”

10:30am, Prof. **Brian Wilson (School of Kinesiology)** and research assistant **Madison Ardizzi (School of Kinesiology)** will be presenting *The Globalization of ‘Bicycles for Development’: Examining a Sport for Development ‘Movement’*, in the “Sport, Justice and Development” session, of “(RC27) Sociology of Sport.”

2:30pm, Prof. **Laura Hurd Clarke (School of Kinesiology)** will be presenting *Portrayals of LGBTQ Older Adults in Canadian Newspaper and Popular Magazines*, in the “Aging and the Print Media” session, of “(RC11) Sociology of Aging.”